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Optical-resolution photoacoustic microscopy (OR-PAM) is capable of observing the distribution of optical
absorbers inside bio-tissues with a high spatial resolution of micrometers. Unfortunately, due to the employment
of a tight optical focus, it suffers from a limited depth of field (DOF), making it challenging to achieve high-
resolution imaging of targets with arbitrary surfaces. Here, we propose a high spatiotemporal adaptive photo-
acoustic focusing mechanism through integrating a high-speed optical focuser, a time-of-flight contour deriving
algorithm, and the rotary-scanning photoacoustic microscopy. The developed system, named high-speed adaptive
photoacoustic microscopy (HA-PAM), features an ultrashort focus-shifting time of 5 ms and an enlarged DOF of
up to 5 mm. With the assistance of the proposed mechanism, we can achieve a homogeneous lateral resolution of
6 μm over a 10 mm circular imaging domain within 5 s. We demonstrate the advantages of HA-PAM through
imaging phantoms with curved surfaces, subcutaneous tumor-bearing mice, resected rabbit kidneys, and pulsat-
ing mouse brains. The imaging results suggest that this approach provides a high and consistent spatial resolution
for imaging bio-tissues with arbitrary surfaces without sacrificing the imaging speed, and has the potential to
extend the fundamental and clinical applications of OR-PAM. © 2023 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.499598

1. INTRODUCTION

Hemodynamic changes, cerebral revascularization, and neuro-
hemodynamic coupling are critical factors in the reflection of
brain functions. In recent decades, various optical imaging
methodologies such as fluorescence imaging, optical intrinsic
signal imaging, and laser speckle contrast imaging, have been
used to study rapidly changing cerebral hemodynamics [1–3].
Among these optical imaging techniques, optical resolution
photoacoustic microscopy (OR-PAM), as an emerging optical
imaging modality, detects absorption-induced acoustic signals
to directly visualize the distribution of intrinsic or extrinsic op-
tical absorbers [4–6], and has been widely applied in functional
brain imaging [7–9]. However, OR-PAM usually suffers from a
restricted depth of field (DOF) due to the use of a tight optical
focus to achieve diffraction-limited resolution [10–12]. This
narrow DOF causes the degradation of lateral resolution at
the off-focus planes. For applications of imaging irregular sur-
faces, especially time-sensitive ones such as various studies of
whole cortex functions, there is a desire to capture images with
a large DOF, a high spatiotemporal resolution, and a sufficient
field of view (FOV). In addition, in in vivo imaging of large
rodents and primates, motions due to heart beating, breathing,

and brain pulsation may induce unpredictable out-of-focus
deterioration of image quality.

To address the need for high spatiotemporal imaging with a
large FOV and an extended DOF in OR-PAM, various ap-
proaches have been explored. Modulations of light including
non-diffracting beams [13–16] and structured illumination
[17–19] have been combined with OR-PAM to extend the
DOF and attenuate out-of-focus impact on the image quality.
However, these methods usually face one or more limitations
such as severe sidelobes, low efficiency, slow imaging speed, and
complicated post-processing procedures. In addition, the ex-
tended DOF is not sufficient to cover curved tissue surfaces
of medium to large animals. Recently, a dynamic remote focus-
ing approach has achieved a large DOF with the requirement of
pre-scanning [20,21], multifocus imaging [22–27], or contour
scanning [28,29] using three-dimensional motors, which leads
to extra imaging time, inconsistent spatial resolution, or com-
plicated mechanical structure.

To fill this gap, we apply a high-speed adaptive focusing
photoacoustic mechanism in the rotatory-scanning-based
OR-PAM [8,30,31], termed as HA-PAM. We employ the
time-of-flight information carried by photoacoustic signals and
a high-speed focuser to extract the surface contour and enable
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real-time adjustment of the focal plane, respectively. The
HA-PAM exhibits a high lateral resolution of 6 μm, an ultra-
short focus-shifting time of 5 ms, a temporal resolution of
0.2 Hz over a circular FOV with a diameter of 10 mm, and
an enlarged DOF of 5 mm. We demonstrate the advantages
of HA-PAM in the imaging of biological tissues with large cur-
vatures including subcutaneous tumors and rabbit kidneys. In
addition, we apply HA-PAM to study the fast cerebral hemo-
dynamics in vivo, where there exist severe out-of-focus issues
caused by the curved brain surface and physiological activities
including breathing and cortical pulsations. These results dem-
onstrate the superior imaging performance of HA-PAM in the
studies of uneven tissues and brain functions.

2. RESULTS

A. System Design and Principle of HA-PAM
Figure 1(a) shows the schematic of the experimental setup,
where HA-PAM utilizes a nanosecond-pulsed laser (GLPN-
16-1-10-M, IPG Photonics) to emit 532 nm excitation pulses,
a pair of achromatic doublets, and a high-energy pinhole
to spatially filter and expand the laser beam to obtain a
Gaussian beam with a spot diameter of 6 mm. The collimated
laser beam is focused onto the tissue surface via an objective
(AC127-050-A, Thorlabs) that is mounted on a high-speed
focuser (HSF, BLINK, Thorlabs) to achieve fast adjustment
of the laser focus. We employ a two-dimensional galvanometer
scanner (GVS002, Thorlabs) to achieve laser beam scanning.
The optically excited ultrasonic waves are reflected by a glass
(G) and detected by a customized cylindrically focused ultra-
sound transducer (Olympus IMS) with a center frequency of
15 MHz. The photoacoustic (PA) signals are amplified by
a 60 dB amplifier (PAOMTek), filtered by a 5–30 MHz
bandpass filter, and acquired by a high-speed data acquisition
board (ATS9350, Alazar Technologies) at a sampling rate of
500 MS/s. We use a multifunction I/O device (PCI-6733,
National Instruments) to achieve synergistic coordination of
laser scanning, transducer rotation, and translation of the high-
speed focuser.

According to the principle of PAM, each PA signal excited
by a single laser pulse, termed as A-line [Fig. 1(a), bottom left],
involves the depth-resolved information. Stacking a sequence of
A-lines generated by one-dimensional scanning of the laser spot
forms a cross-sectional slice named B-scan. Apart from conven-
tional raster scanning, in rotary scanning, B-scans are collected
in sequence as the ultrasound transducer rotates along the tan-
gential direction [Fig. 1(b)]. Compared to polygon scanning
requiring correction of depth information [12], we can easily
calculate the displacement (Δz) between the imaging plane and
the focal plane with the derived time intervals (Δt) from A-lines
and given acoustic velocity in the tissues. Then, we drive the
objective lens via the HSF to ensure that the imaging plane is
always overlapped with the focal plane during the imaging.
Considering the continuity of the tissue surface, we use the
prior B-scan to predict the surface profile and control the tra-
jectory of the laser spot via the HSF during the next B-scan
scanning [Fig. 1(c)]. For example, in the kth B-scan, we identify
the position of the peak value in each A-line and carry out curve
fitting of the peak-value points to derive the contour

profile of the imaging plane as well as the coordinate. Then,
we extract the trajectory and drive the HSF following the tra-
jectory in the �k � 1�th B-scan to compensate for the out-of-
focus deterioration induced by motions and surface curvature
to achieve adaptive focusing scanning [Fig. 1(d)]. The same
procedure is repeated until the completion of the image acquis-
ition. Therefore, compared to existing methods, HA-PAM
can extract the contour in the entire imaging domain without
pre-scanning/imaging the objects.

B. High Spatiotemporal Imaging with a Large FOV
HA-PAM employs a post-objective scanning configuration where
the galvanometer scanner is positioned after the objective and the
size of the optical focus in the center is much smaller than that in
the edge over the entire FOV [Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 5 in Appendix B].
We optimize the axial location of the objective for each excitation
position and generate a trajectory of the objective during the scan-
ning to achieve a flat FOV with a consistent lateral resolution
[Fig. 6(a) in Appendix C]. The theoretical resolution in each po-
sition is determined using the optical transfer function [Fig. 6(b)
in Appendix C]. Figure 2(b) shows the difference of the theoretical
resolution in different regions across the FOV before and after
calibrating the focal plane as highlighted by the gray box in
Fig. 2(a). By imaging a sharp edge of a blade in two different
regions using HA-PAM, Fig. 2(c) displays the fitted edge spread
function perpendicular to the edge and the calculated line spread
function (LSF), where the measured full width at half-maximum
of the LSF indicates a consistent lateral resolution of ∼6 μm over
the entire FOV. The maximum amplitude projection (MAP) of
a reticle using HA-PAM shows that the distortion and resolu-
tion deterioration have been fully eliminated within the FOV
[Fig. 2(a)].

Fig. 1. System schematic and principle of HA-PAM.
(a) Experimental setup of the HA-PAM system. L1, L2, achromatic
doublet; PH, pinhole; HSF, high-speed focuser; OL, objective lens;
GVS, galvanometer scanner; WC, water cube; G, glass; UT, ultra-
sound transducer; DAQ, data acquisition. (b) HA-PAM scanning
scheme. Volumetric imaging is achieved by two-dimensional rotary
scanning. (c) Synchronization sequences of laser excitation, data
acquisition, and high-speed focuser. (d) The principle of adaptive
focusing.
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To reveal the superiority of the extended DOF ∼30° using
adaptive focusing, we image a tilted pencil lead inserted into
an agarose phantom with an angle of ∼30° [Fig. 7(a) in
Appendix D], where the vertical distance between two tips is
about 5 mm. The conventional PAM image shows limited fea-
tures and decreased SNR when scanning the out-of-focus area
of the pencil lead due to the limited DOF [Fig. 7(b) in
Appendix D]. In contrast, the HA-PAM image shows a complete
geometry of the pencil lead with a homogeneous resolution and
SNR over the entire imaging domain, indicating that the HA-
PAM has an extended DOF of 5 mm. Figure 2(d) shows the
depth-encoded MAP images of carbon fibers embedded inside
a tissue-mimicking phantom with a curved surface using conven-
tional PAM and HA-PAM, respectively. By applying adaptive
focusing, we can clearly observe significantly improved resolu-
tion in the off-center area [Fig. 2(e)]. We assess the high-speed
imaging capability of HA-PAM by observing the liquid flow in a
microfluidic chip [Fig. 2(f ); Visualization 1 shows the black ink
flowing process].

To confirm the feasibility of HA-PAM for overcoming the
out-of-focus problem due to physiological activities in in vivo
imaging, we design a multilayer chip with an inside cavity using
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), including a carbon fiber layer, a
sealing layer, and a basal layer. To simulate physiological phe-
nomena such as brain pulsation and respiration, the carbon fi-
ber layer can achieve anisotropic expansion and contraction by
using a micro-syringe pump (TYD02-01, Lead Fluid) to inject
or extract air into the cavity (Fig. 8 in Appendix E). The images
using conventional PAM and HA-PAM of the carbon fiber
layer [Fig. 2(g)] show that the areas near the optical focal plane
have a better SNR and resolution than those in the out-of-focus
areas. Visualization 2 shows the images using conventional
PAM and HA-PAM during the random shrinkage and expan-
sion of the carbon fibers layer, respectively. During the entire
imaging process, the close-up images using conventional PAM
[top panel in Fig. 2(h)] have lost massive features as highlighted
by the yellow arrows, which are caused by the anisotropic ex-
pansion and contraction of the carbon fibers. In contrast, the
HA-PAM images [bottom panel in Fig. 2(h)] show the consis-
tent well-resolved features during the movement of the carbon
fibers over the entire imaging domain. In quantitative compari-
son, the average signal amplitude of the PA signals in the con-
ventional PAM image [Fig. 2(i)] is more volatile than that of
HA-PAM. This further demonstrates that HA-PAM with
adaptive adjustment of the optical focal plane to follow the
movement of the target enables more consistent imaging under
dynamic scenarios.

C. Imaging of Biological Tissues with Large Curved
Surfaces
Obtaining large-FOV, high-resolution images of biological tis-
sues with irregular tissue surfaces is always challenging. We car-
ried out conventional PAM [Figs. 9(a)–9(c) in Appendix F] and
HA-PAM [Figs. 3(a), 3(d), and 3(g)] imaging of subcutaneous
mouse tumors, resected rabbit kidneys, and mice brains.

Compared with conventional PAM, HA-PAM captures
more vessel features of tumors, as highlighted in Fig. 3(b).
Figure 3(c) [the close-up image in Fig. 3(b)] shows that
HA-PAM is able to distinguish denser vessel networks, whereas
the corresponding area in the conventional PAM image is
blurred. The intensity profiles of the selected vessel indicated
by the lines in Fig. 3(c) exhibit the superior spatial resolving
capability and SNR of HA-PAM compared to conventional
PAM. In addition to tumors, we further carried out imaging
of resected rabbit kidneys that have large-curved surfaces.
We processed the samples with optical transparency and con-
trasted them with ink solution in renal veins [32]. Figures 3(e)
and 3(f ) present the acquired MAP images and selected regions
of interest (ROIs) using both conventional PAM and HA-
PAM, respectively. As we expected, the detailed vascular struc-
tures distributed in the off-center areas of the kidney cannot be
well resolved by conventional PAM. Figure 3(f ) shows the
close-up area indicated by the blue box in Fig. 3(e), where the
homogeneous high lateral resolution enables HA-PAM to pro-
vide more details of peripheral blood vessels in the venous sys-
tem of the kidney over the entire FOV. The close-up image of
the area indicated by the white box in Fig. 3(g) shows the differ-
ence between HA-PAM and conventional PAM [Fig. 3(h)].

Fig. 2. Experimental demonstration of a high spatiotemporal reso-
lution, large FOV, and an ultrahigh sensitivity of HA-PAM. (a) The
imaging FOV and individual spot sizes within the FOV.
(b) Simulation of resolution distribution using Zemax. (c) Lateral res-
olutions measured by imaging a sharp edge. The lateral resolution of
the calibrated focal plane in the center (top) and edge (bottom) areas.
Exp, experimental data; ESF, edge spread function; LSF, line spread
function. (d) Depth-resolved imaging of the phantom with curved sur-
faces from conventional PAM and HA-PAM. Scale bars, 1 mm.
(e) Close-up MAP images of the red box region in (d). The region
II of the image corresponds to the areas surrounding the optical focal
plane, which exhibits a higher SNR and a better resolution compared
to the out-of-focus areas (region I). (f ) Black ink flows in a microfluidic
channel. Scale bars, 1 mm. (g) The image of the carbon fibers obtained
using conventional PAM and HA-PAM with simulated brain pulsa-
tion. (h) Close-up images of the area indicated by the red box in
(g) show the difference between conventional PAM and HA-PAM.
Massive missing features of the conventional PAM image are marked
by the yellow arrows. (i) Variation curves of the average signal ampli-
tude of a selected ROI for different time spots using conventional
PAM and HA-PAM, respectively. Scale bars, 1 mm.
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The conventional PAM image of a mouse brain shows blurred
vessels in the close-up image as well as missing features, which
are caused by the limited DOF and the large curvature of the
brain surface [Fig. 3(i)]. In contrast, the HA-PAM image of the
brain shows well-resolved brain features that are not identifiable
in the conventional PAM image. HA-PAM does not require
additional data processing or time-consuming pre-scanning
to acquire high-quality structural information of the vascular
network on the curved surface of large biological tissues, which
is crucial for time-sensitive imaging and subsequent analysis.

D. Fast Imaging of Pulsating Cerebral Cortex Using
HA-PAM
With the capability of observing oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhe-
moglobin in a label-free manner, PAM has been widely used to
investigate both the brain vasculature and functions. However,
the large curvature of the cerebral cortex and brain pulsation
propose the hassle to achieve high spatiotemporal observation
of the entire cerebral cortex due to the severe out-of-focus
deterioration of image quality. To demonstrate that HA-
PAM is capable of addressing such issues, we carried out mouse

brain imaging with simulated brain pulsation via a motorized
translation.

We used a one-dimensional motor to drive the mice to move
freely in the direction perpendicular to the imaging plane
(Fig. 10 in Appendix G). The image of the mouse brain
[Fig. 4(a)] shows that the areas near the optical focal plane have
a finer vascular structure than that in the out-of-focus areas.
Visualization 3 shows the imaging results using both conven-
tional PAM andHA-PAMduring the entire motion process with
motorized translation. The close-up image of the conventional
PAM [Fig. 4(b), left] shows severe missing microvasculature
(indicated by green arrows) due to the simulated movement
in contrast to the image acquired by HA-PAM [Fig. 4(b), right].
The cross-sectional profiles of two representative brain regions
through both imaging approaches show more blurred vessels
in the conventional PAM image compared to the counterparts
captured by HA-PAM [Fig. 4(c)]. Figure 4(d) indicates that con-
ventional PAM only recovers detailed features near the optical
focal plane, while HA-PAM achieves high-resolution imaging
consistently over the entire FOV throughout the imaging pro-
cess. It is worth mentioning that the vessels disappearance in
Fig. 4(d) may be due to the physiological activity of the mouse
itself. Figures 4(e) and 4(f ) plot the variations of branches and
averaged PA amplitude derived from the conventional PAM and
HA-PAM images, respectively, revealing that HA-PAM has a
higher SNR and more consistent resolution during the whole
imaging process. We further identified and segmented the vas-
cular network [33] [Fig. 4(g)], derived the variation of concen-
tration of hemoglobin total (CHbT) in the area marked by blue
circles in Fig. 4(g), investigated the relative size change of two
selected vessels marked by I and II in Fig. 4(g), and plotted
the curves in Figs. 4(h) and 4(i). The results suggest that
HA-PAM is not sensitive to the movement of the brain and
keeps a smaller fluctuation of CHbT and vessel size compared
with conventional PAM, which can eliminate serious erroneous
effects on the subsequent hemodynamic studies [1,8,9].

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed HA-PAM that has simultaneously
achieved a high spatial resolution, a high imaging speed, a large
FOV, and an ultra-large DOF. By using a combination of
adaptive focus and rotary scanning scheme, HA-PAM can
achieve 200 Hz adaptive focus scanning with an imaging frame
rate of 0.2 Hz, a varied lateral resolution of 5.8 to 6.2 μm,
and an ultra-large DOF of 5 mm over an FOV of 10 mm.
According to the advantages, HA-PAM can image large irregu-
lar biological tissues with a uniformly high spatial resolution
and eliminate the potential out-of-focus impact by physiologi-
cal activities such as breathing, uncontrollable movement, and
brain pulsation. In our current setup, the performance of the
HSF is the primary limitation that constrains the maximum
imaging and focus speeds. The use of a faster motor could fur-
ther enhance the imaging performance of the entire system.
In addition, the load capacity of the HSF is limited to 50 g
and not compatible with regular objectives, which might con-
fine the applicable scenarios. It is worth mentioning that the
ultrasound transducer also has a limited DOF, which affects
the detection sensitivity of photoacoustic signals at different

Fig. 3. HA-PAM and conventional PAM of mice subcutaneous tu-
mors, rabbit kidneys, and mouse brains. (a), (d), and (g) Images of a
subcutaneous mice tumor (a), the venous system of a resected rabbit
kidney (d), and a mouse brain (g) using HA-PAM. Scale bars, 1 mm.
(b) Close-up images of the area indicated by the white dashed box in
(a) show the differences between HA-PAM and conventional PAM.
(c) Close-up images of the representative area using conventional
PAM (left) and HA-PAM (right). (e) Close-up images of the area in-
dicated by the white dashed box in (d) show the blurred microvascu-
lature due to the out-of-focus issue. (f ) Close-up images of the
representative area show that HA-PAM (right) had a better resolution
than conventional PAM (left). (h) Close-up images of the area indi-
cated by the white dashed box in (g) using HA-PAM and conventional
PAM. (i) Comparison of close-up conventional PAM image (left) with
close-up HA-PAM image (right). The cross-sectional profiles of the
vessels marked by the lines in (c), (f ), and (i) show the well-maintained
resolution in the corresponding areas using HA-PAM.
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depths. Therefore, considering the image quality, the maxi-
mum extended DOF of HA-PAM is set to 5 mm.

The exceptional performance of HA-PAM was first demon-
strated through imaging subcutaneous tumors and resected
rabbit kidneys. The results suggest that HA-PAM provides
remarkable adaptive focusing to effectively mitigate the out-
of-focus issue that is caused by the uneven surface of the ob-
ject. We further carried out HA-PAM imaging of the mouse
cerebral cortex with simulated pulsation, where HA-PAM can
quickly adjust the focal plane according to the observed regular
motions. The capability of HA-PAM to maintain high image
quality in different out-of-focus scenarios has significant impli-
cations for the advancement of biomedical research and clinical
applications.

HA-PAM utilizes a post-objective laser scanning method
coupled with an additional high-frequency Z -axis scanning.
Unlike conventional PAM systems, this method achieves
compact photoacoustic microscopic imaging of 3D contoured
samples with a high resolution and a large FOV. Table 1 in
Appendix H compares our HA-PAM approach with pre-
viously developed methods for extending DOF values in
PAM. Compared to PAM using non-diffracting beams, such
as Bessel beam [14,16] or needle beam [19], HA-PAM pro-
vides a larger extended DOF. Compared with the dynamic
remote focusing approach [24,25], HA-PAM provides a

consistent, near-diffraction-limit resolution. Compared to
previous contour-scanning PAM methods [21,28,29] that
use a three-dimensional motor, adaptive focus algorithms
eliminate the need for pre-scanning or multifocal plane fu-
sion, enabling HA-PAM to achieve high imaging speed.

Due to the universality of this adaptive focusing approach,
using multispectral illumination, HA-PAM can provide more
functional information, including absolute concentrations of
HbO and Hb, cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen, oxygen sat-
uration in the blood vessels, and absolute velocity of blood flow
[9,34,35]. Moreover, rotary-scanning-based HA-PAM is flexi-
bly compatible with other optical imaging modalities such as
optical coherent tomography, laser scanning confocal micros-
copy, and laser speckle imaging.

In summary, we have developed a high spatiotemporal wide-
field PAM technology with adaptive focusing to significantly
extend the DOF and overcome the impact of physiological ac-
tivities, which thus enables accurate imaging and makes it
accessible to different scenarios.

APPENDIX A: EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Phantom Experiments: In the evaluation experiments, the
blade was inserted on the surface of a tissue-mimicking agarose
phantom. Lateral resolution was measured by imaging a sharp
edge of the blade, quantified using edge spread functions and
derived line spread functions. The carbon fiber phantom was
made by randomly distributing carbon fibers with a diameter of
∼6 μm embedded in an agarose block. Another ultrathick tis-
sue-mimicking phantom, which utilized agar gel (thickness
5 mm) inserted with a pencil lead (diameter 0.5 mm), was ap-
plied to examine the extended DOF of the system.

Preparation of Chips and Experiment: The microfluidic
chip was fabricated with PDMS and had one inlet and one out-
let. The width and height of the channel were both 250 μm.
The thickness of the sealing PDMS membrane on the top of
the channel was ∼100 μm to minimize the attenuation of the
PA signal. We used a micro-syringe pump (TYD02-01, Lead
Fluid) to inject the black ink into the channel at a fixed flow
rate of 0.1 nL/s. In phantom experiments with simulated brain
pulsation, we designed a multilayer chip with an inner cavity.
Figure 8(b) in Appendix E shows the fabrication of the chip
chamber. The PDMS pre-polymer (SYLGARD 184 silicone
elastomer Dow Corning) and curing agent (SYLGARD184 -
silicone elastomer curing agent, Dow Corning) were weighted
and thoroughly mixed in a Petri dish at a ratio of 10:1. The
Petri dish with the mixture was placed into a vacuum con-
tainer to remove the air bubbles. Then, most of the mixture
was poured into a customized model. Part of the mixture was
poured onto the center of an acrylic plant and spun at a speed
of 1000 r/min for 30 seconds to form a smooth 100 μm thick-
ness PDMS film. Then, carbon fibers were distributed on the
surface of the PDMS film. After vacuum degassing and solidi-
fication, we obtained the basal layer, sealing layer, and carbon
fiber layer. Finally, these layers were sequentially bonded to-
gether to obtain a multilayer chip with a sealed cavity and
covered with carbon fibers. In simulated physiological activ-
ities, we used a micro-syringe pump to inject or extract air into
the sealed cavity randomly. The carbon fiber layer achieves

Fig. 4. Conventional PAM and HA-PAM for in vivo imaging with
simulated breathing and brain pulsation. (a) The images of a mouce
brain obtained using conventional PAM and HA-PAM. Scale bar,
1 mm. (b) Close-up images of the area indicated by the blue box
in (a). (c) Cross-sectional profiles of the representative mice brain
marked by the lines in (b). (d) The derived branch and end points
of the vascular network. (e), (f ) Variation curves of the branch and
averaged amplitude in the close-up region at different time spots.
(g) The segmentation mask for the vascular network. (h) Temporal
variation of the CHbT (ΔA∕Ā, A is the PA signal amplitude) in five
selected areas marked by blue circles in (g). The green areas indicate
the simulated movement by the motor. (i) Temporal variation of
the vessel diameter (Δd∕d̄ , d is the vessel diameter) of the marked
I and II in (g).
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random anisotropic contraction and expansion with a maxi-
mum height difference of about �3 mm from the initial hori-
zontal position.

Animal Tumor Model and Experiment: All procedures
were approved by the Southern University of Science and
Technology. The mouse tumor model was established using
adult BALB/c mice (female; body weight, ∼16–20 g). Before
inoculation of tumor cells, a depilatory cream was applied to
the abdominal area of the mice to remove hair. Subsequently,
1 × 106 4T1 cells dissolved in 50 μL of phosphate buffered
saline (PBS) were subcutaneously injected into the anesthetized
mice. Upon reaching a tumor volume of 60 mm3, experimen-
tal studies were initiated.

Ex vivo Animal Organ Vessel Angiography Imaging: The
experimental animals, New Zealand rabbits (2.5–3 kg), were
euthanized in compliance with the regulations formulated
by the animal ethics committee at the Southern University
of Science and Technology before kidney harvesting. During
the organ resecting procedures, retained cannulation using
flat-tip needles at the main gateways where organ vessel systems
connect to the external environment was performed for each
interested vessel system. Then, the organ was treated with de-
cellularization clearing procedures [36]. After the organs
achieved tissue optical transparency, the decellularized organs
were fixed with a 4% polyoxymethylene solution for at least
24 hours before imaging. We injected the photoacoustic con-
trast into the renal vein and performed imaging.

Animal Preparation and in vivo Imaging: We used
C57BL/6J mice (female; body weight, ∼16–20 g) for the
in vivo brain and tumor imaging, respectively. The animal was
initially anesthetized with isoflurane (∼2%–4% in 1 L ·min−1

medical grade air) in an induction chamber via a vaporizer.
Then, it was transferred to a heating pad equipped with a nose
cone for surgical procedures. During the surgical intervention,
anesthesia was sustained at 1.5% in 1 L ·min−1. Before any
surgical manipulation, the anesthesia status of the animal
was confirmed through a toe pinch procedure, whereby the ab-
sence of a response indicated an adequate anesthetic depth. The
animal was then positioned on a stereotactic frame, with body
temperature being maintained by the heating pad. Before sur-
gery, an ophthalmic ointment was applied to the corneal sur-
faces to avert corneal drying. For mice brain imaging, we gently
removed the hair on its head using hair removal cream to avoid
the strong photoacoustic signals from the hair. Subsequently,
the skin was incised from the middle and the periosteum
was removed to expose the mouse brain while keeping the skull
intact. A craniotomy was conducted on the mouse to enable the
visualization of cortical vessels during imaging. The section of
the skull above the area of interest was removed using a dental
drill, and the drilling process was interrupted every 30 seconds
to prevent overheating. The bone dust was continuously
cleared with saline solution. Subsequently, pre-moistened sur-
gical sponges were used to stem any further bleeding from the
exposed brain tissue before the animal was moved to the im-
aging location. For tumor imaging, we gently removed the hair
around its tumor region using hair-removing cream. During
the imaging, the mice were placed on a heating pad to keep
the body temperature at 37°C. Ultrasound gel or saline was

applied between the imaging plane and imaging target to ensure
ultrasound coupling. The respiration and body temperature
were monitored closely to ensure its normal physiological con-
ditions. The animal was euthanized with carbon dioxide after
imaging. All animal experiments were carried out in conformity
with the protocol approved by Southern University of Science
and Technology.

Data and Imaging Processing: All datasets were collected
using a customized LabVIEW-based acquisition program. Data
processing was performed by customized codes using MATLAB
(R2022b). For PAM, to reconstruct the MAP images, we took
the amplitude of the photoacoustic A-line signals after Hilbert
transform for each pixel. The axial position was determined
by quantifying the maximal amplitude position in the A-line
signals, assuming a speed of sound of 1500 m · s−1 in room-
temperature water. A median filter with a window size of
3 × 3 pixels was applied to the depth image. To obtain the
diameter change of each vessel, we constructed the skeleton
of the vasculature. We averaged the diameters at different cross
sections along the skeleton. In each scanning, we collected
1000 depth-resolved PA signals (A-line) with a step interval of
10 μm in one cross-sectional image (B-scan), and 1000 B-
scans with an interval angle of 0.18° to form a volumetric
image. Then we carried out MAP of the volumetric image
to form a high-resolution PAM image with a pixel number
of 1000 × 1000.

APPENDIX B: SIMULATION OF THE LASER
BEAM SPOT SIZE

Figure 5 shows the simulation of the focused laser beam spot
size at different locations in the FOV using Zemax.

Fig. 5. Simulation of the laser beam spot size per scan point using
Zemax.
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APPENDIX C: SIMULATION OF THE SYSTEM
FOCAL PLANE AND RESOLUTION

Figure 6 shows the process of point-by-point optimization for
transforming the optical focal plane to a flat field, which results
in achieving uniform resolution throughout the FOV.

APPENDIX D: EXPERIMENTAL
DEMONSTRATION OF A LARGE DOF USING
HA-PAM

Figure 7 shows the imaging results of inclined pencil lead using
conventional PAM and HA-PAM.

APPENDIX E: SCHEMATIC OF THE DYNAMIC
OUT-OF-FOCUS PHANTOM EXPERIMENT

Figure 8 shows the construction of the chip chamber. A micro-
syringe pump can be used to inject or extract air into the cavity,
causing anisotropic expansion and contraction to simulate

physiological phenomena, such as brain pulsation and
respiration.

APPENDIX F: CONVENTIONAL PAM IMAGING
OF BIOLOGICAL TISSUES WITH LARGE
CURVED SURFACES

Figure 9 shows the imaging results of the subcutaneous mouse
tumor, the venous system of a resected rabbit kidney, and the
mice brain using conventional PAM.

Fig. 8. Schematic of the dynamic out-of-focus phantom experi-
ment. (a) Simulation of dynamic out-of-focus. The contraction and
expansion of the carbon fiber layer are achieved by injecting or with-
drawing air into the sealed cavity to simulate the physiological activity
of brain pulses. (b) Fabrication of the multilayer chip.

Fig. 9. Conventional PAM imaging of (a) typical mouse subcuta-
neous tumor, (b) the venous system of a resected rabbit kidney, and
(c) a mouse brain.

Fig. 7. Experimental demonstration of a large DOF using HA-
PAM. (a) Schematic representation of the inclined pencil lead inserted
into an agarose phantom. (b) MAP images of the tilted pencil lead
using conventional PAM at different focal planes and HA-PAM, re-
spectively. Scale bar, 1 mm.

Fig. 6. Simulation of the system focal plane and resolution. (a) The
scheme of correcting the focal plane. (b) The average optical transfer
function at different sub-FOVs from edge to middle of the whole im-
aging domain.

Fig. 10. Schematic of the dynamic out-of-focus in in vivo experi-
ment. (a) Simulation of dynamic out-of-focus. The mouse is driven up
and down in the direction perpendicular to the imaging surface by a
one-dimensional motor to simulate the defocus due to physiological
activities. (b) Synchronization sequences of data acquisition and motor
movement. During the imaging process, the motor makes random
movements. According to the adaptive focusing algorithm, the
high-speed focuser (HSF) will follow the corresponding movement
of the motor to achieve that the light focus always coincides with
the imaging object.
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APPENDIX G: SCHEMATIC OF THE DYNAMIC
OUT-OF-FOCUS IN IN VIVO EXPERIMENT

Figure 10 shows the schematic of dynamic out-of-focus in in
vivo experiment using a one-dimensional motor to drive the
mouse to move freely in the direction perpendicular to the im-
aging plane.

APPENDIX H: COMPARISON OF HA-PAM TO
PREVIOUS PAM STUDIED ON EXTENDING DOF

Table 1 compares our HA-PAM approach with previously de-
veloped methods for extending DOF in PAM.
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